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 Graph Theoretical Consideration on Interference between

Simultaneous Two-Commodity Flows in a Directed Network

Tarnotsu KAsAi* and Kohnei KuRoDA**

         (Received June 15, 1978)

   A conventional theorem is expanded by considering the interference between

simultaneous two-cmmodity flows in a directed network from the graph theoretical

point of view and it is definitely shown that a directed network, which the interference

ratio of two-commodity flows is given by m:n (m, n = 1,2, ---), can be consituted.

   The general atgorithm to constitute a directed network which satisfies a specified

domain of the existence of simultaneous two-commodity fiows is a!so given.

1. Introduction

   The multi-commodity flow problem in a communication network is one of the

fundamental problems to be considered at all times in the analysis and design of the

systems such as the flows of various kmds pass simultaneously through the same network.

   In this paper, a directed network whose edges have given directions and capacities is

dealt with, and the interference between two-commodity flows pass simultaneously

through this network is considered from the graph theoretical point of view. The two-

commodity flows come into the network at the different sources and run out from the

different sinks of the network. It was already shown that such the simultaneous flows are

possible to exist under some conditionsi). As the result of detailed discussion to the

same problem, we found by the graph theoretical consideration that it is necessary to re-

write a conventional theorem by a more generalized fbrm. Needless to say, a new

theorem in this paper contains the conventional one as a special case.

    Furthermore, it is shown that a directed network which satisfies a specified domain

of the existence of simultaneous two-commodity flows is possible to realize more

generaly.

                     2. Graph Theoretical Consideration

   Let fi and j12 be the values ofsimultaneous two-commodity flows Fi and jF>.

The conditions of the existence of these flows in a directed network is generally given by

and

A l: O, .IZ, )O,

akA + Bk j12 S 7k (k = 1, 2, 3, ･･･),

(1)

(2)
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where ork, Bk and 7k are positive real numbers.

   [lhere is the fbllowing theorem representing the relation between ak and 6k in Eq.

(2):

   [Theorem 1] lhe ratio of ak to Bk is given by

            or aak, 2i::1 (n=o,i,2, ･). } (3)

   If we consider Eq. <3) from the graph theoretical point of view, it can be interpreted

that since one directed path flowing Fi (E2) holds the edges in common with n

directed paths flowing E2 (Fi), the variation of .il (f12) is magnified n times and

interferes into h (A)･

   In order to generalize such a consideration, we now consider the case where n

directed paths flowing Fi holds the edges in common with m directedpaths flowing

E2. As a suitable example, the conditions of the existence of simultaneous two-

commodity flows in a directed network as shown in Fig. 1 is discussed.
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              Fig. 1. Simultaneous two-commodity flows in a directed network.

   First, the possible value of jF12 passing through the network in the case where the

value of Fi decreases by arbitrary value ne (O S e Se) from the maxirnurn value of

Fi fbr ]z = O, nc, is determined. If and only if the value of flow passing through

each of the directed paths e(i,i), eti,2i), e(2"･), et2,2i), ･ ･ ･ , e(m,2j) and e(m+i,i)

(i = 1,2,･･･,n) is equal to the capacity c ofeach edge, the value of Fi is the 1argest.

Here we divide into the two foliowing cases the metliod for making decrease the value
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of Fi by ne:

   (I) The case ofmaking decrease of Fi in each of n directed pathsby e, respec-

tively;

   In this case, it enables to pass e at a time through each of the edges e(i,2), eti,4),

'''
, eti,2n-2) and e(i,2n) (i = 1, 2,･･･,m). Therefore, the possible value of E2

passing through the network becomes me from the max-fiow min-cut theorem2).

   (II) The case ofmaking decrease of Fi by ne by anyother methods than that

of (I);

   This means that the value of Fi in at least one edge among the edges e(i,o, e(i,2),

･･･ , e(i,n-o and e(i,n) is taken so as not to equal to c-e. In this case, the following

lemmas hold;

    [Lemma 1] Now let e(i,i) be the first edge, which the value of Fi is over c-e,

among the edges e(i,i), e(i,2),･･･, e(i,.-i) and e(i,.), and also let e-e(i,i) (O

IS e(i,i) <e) be itsvalue of Fi in the edge e(i,i). Then the value of F2 to be able to

pass through the edge e(i,2i) is at most e(i,i).

   [Lemma 2] Under the same assumptions as those in Lemma 1, the average value

of Fi passing through each of the edges e(i+i,i), e(i+u･+i), ･･･,e(i+i,n-i) and

e(i+i,n) is larger than c-e.

   [Lemma 3] The value of I7i in at least one edge among the edges e(i+iJ･),

e(i+i,i+i), ''', e(i+i,n-i) and e(i+i,n) described in Lemma2is larger than c-e.

   Using these lemmas, we can go through a procedure which is described in the follow-

ing･

   Let e(i,i,) be the first edge, which the value of Fi is over c-e, among the edges

ea,i), e(i,2),･･-, e(i,n-i) and e(i,n), and also let c-e(i,i,) be its value of Fi

in the edge e(i,i,). Then the value of F2 in the edge eti,2i,) comes to at most e(i,i,)･

If the values of Fi in all edges are equal to c-e, the first edge e(i,i) is replacedby

the edge e(i,i,) and the value of e(i,i,) is taken to e. With similar way, the edge

e(i,2ii) and the value of e(i,ii) on the edges e(i,ii-i), e(i,ii-i+i), ''', e(i,n-i) and

e(i, .) (i = 2, 3, ･ ･ ･ , m) are determined. Thus a directed cut-set with the edges e(i,2i,),

et2,2i,), ''', etm,2im) and e(1,1), e(1,2), ''', e(1,i,),, e(2J,), ''', e(2,i2), ''',

e(m+i,im), e(m+i,im+o, ' ' '., e(m+i,n) is formed and the value of E2 comes to

miE.i e(tii)･ Since the value of e(i,ii) is smader than e by the assumption, the following

inequality holds:

                       m                      iZ.i e(i,ii)<me･ (4)

   From the above consideration, we can understand that the case of (I) is the best

method formaximizing ]FZi when Fi decreases by some value, that is, when

               fi =nc-ne (O Se$ c), (5)
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                h$me. (6)
   From Eqs. (5) and (6), we have

                mA+nh Smnc. (7)
   Eqs. (1) and (7) represent the conditions of the existence of simultaneous two-

commodity flows in the network of Fig. 1 .

   As the result of the above discussion, it can be seen that Theorem 1 should be

rewritten as fbilows:

   [Theorem 2] The relation between ak and Bk in Eq. (2)is given by

                ak:Pk =m:n, (8)
where m and n are nonnegative integers.

                   3. AlgorithmforNetworkRealization

   A method fbr realization of the directed network which satisfied a specified domain

of the existence of slmultaneous two£ommodity flows and its theoretical ground were
already giveni)'3) under the conditions described in Theorem 1. By applying this method

to the directed network of Fig. 1 , we can describe it by a more generabzed form.

   We now give an algorithm introduced some modifications to the conventional one by

considering saving of the edges.

   [Algorithm]

   Step 1. 0btain each of the cross points of the conditional equations, ui (u'i,ui2)

(i = 1, 2, 3,･･･), which given the domain of the existence of simultaneous two-

commodity flows in the plane taking A on the quardrature axis and fiz on the longi-

tude axis.

   Step 2. Calculate each of the gradients ofthe conditional equations, lu'i+i - ui2' l

/lul"i - uiil, and obtain their irreducible fractions milni. in this case, if the

denominator (numerator) is zero, the numerator (denominator) is set to 1 .

   Step 3. Constitute each of the network Al} corresponding to the conditional equa-

tions.

   Step 4. Set to all 1 u:"i - ui2 llmi the edge capacities of Allf. Take lui"i - ul 1

for mi =O and lug'i - ui2l for ni=O as the edge capacities.

   Step 5. Superimpose each of the network Allr.

                           4. Conclusion

   In this paper, the interference between simultaneous two-commodity ftows in a

directed network has been discussed from the graph theoretical point of view and the

conventional theorem has been expanded in a general form. The resu!t described in this
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paper was adopted in other paper4) which considered the feasibdity condition oftwo-

commodity fiows in a directed network.

   To find an algorithm for obtaining graph theoretically the condition of the existence

of simultaneous flows in any directed network is the subject fora future study. In this

case, the directed network of Fig. 1 wil1 also be used in the process of cosideration and

the result obtained in this paper seems to provide a very useful fbundation.
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